Pointed Pen Calligraphy class materials

Items to purchase from www.johnnealbooks.com

- H129 Dual Workshop Pen Holder - $6.99
- EF66 Brause nib $1.85
- N113 Nikko G nib $1.55
- P53 Rhodia blank pad $10
- I08 Higgins Eternal ink $5.75
- S934 Screw top dinky dips - square $4.50
- S141 Pipettes $2.50 pkg of 10
- I85 Gum Arabic Powder $3.75

Additional items you may have or can purchase locally:

- paper towel – Viva Signature Cloth paper towel recommended
- Prang watercolor set – inexpensive, 8-color set which can be found at your grocery store in school/office supplies (this set will include an inexpensive watercolor brush)
- inexpensive watercolor brush
- water container (small plastic container)
- 12” ruler

OPTIONAL

Winsor Newton gouache – any color (order from www.johnnealbooks.com)

origami or slightly heavy wrapping paper